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Abstract 
 This paper contains an analytical method for 
the failure analysis of a matrix configuration of 
switches in series and parallel.   The concept is to use 
lower voltage and current rating switches in series and 
parallel to attain the higher ratings needed in power 
engineering applications.  The analysis is based on 
probability state transition.  A discussion of voltage 
and current snubbing is given.  Representative results 
are illustrated and applications are suggested. 
 
Index terms:  Circuit breaker;  switches;  reliability;  
failure modes. 
 

I. Introduction 
T IS NOT unusual in power engineering to attain 
high power ratings through the use of many com-

ponents of lower rating.  These components may be 
connected in series and parallel to obtain higher volt-
age and current ratings.  For example, for the case of 
the application of switches with voltage and current 
rating V and I, if Nse switches are connected in a series 
string, and Npl parallel strings are utilized, the resul-
tant NseNpl = N  switches will have an equivalent rat-
ing of NseV, NplI .  The term string as used here refers 
to a series connection of several switches.  Through 
the use of series and parallel connections, it is possible 
to utilize lower voltage and current rated switches to 
build up a high rating switch (e.g., for power engi-
neering applications):  this concept applies to me-
chanical switches as well as electronic switches.  The 
basic concept is shown in Figure 1. 
 The reliability of series and parallel comp o-
nents has been discussed in many contexts, including 
power engineering.  Billinton gives the basic formula-
tion [1] and applications of series and parallel trans-
mission components are discussed.  References [2-5] 
give additional applications in a range of areas, in-
cluding industrial engineering. 
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Fig. 1  Series and parallel combination of switches 

 
 In Figure 1, V1 and I1 denote the single 
switch voltage and current.  Perfect voltage and cur-
rent grading is assumed.  The probability of failure of 
a switch is a function of the single switch voltage and 
current.  Although the physical process is complex, it 
is reasonable to assume that the probability of failure 
of a switch with applied voltage V and applied current 
I is qVI as shown pictorially in Figure 2.  The shape of 
the probability of failure curve is dependant on addi-
tional factors such as the number of switch operations 
(as well as other factors of age and operating history), 
whether the switch has been exposed to high current 
switching (or only zero current switching known as 
cold switching),  the switch type, and characteristics 
of v1(t) and i1(t).  For simplicity of analysis of the 
basic structure of failure, it is assumed below that 
failure of an entire series switch is in the shorted 
mode;  and failure of a series string is the dual phe-
nomenon or failure in the open mode.  In this ideal 
analysis, it is assumed that the voltage grading is such 
that series connected switches have equal individual 
impressed voltage;  and parallel strings share current 
equally.  Neither on-resistance nor off-resistance of 
the switch is modeled at this point (although resis-
tance shall be modeled in simulations discussed later). 
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Fig. 2  Pictorial of the probability of failure, q, of a single 
switch versus applied voltage and current.  Voltage and 
current scales are omitted for this pictorial 
 

II. The state transition diagram 
 A widely used method of analysis for failure 
analysis is based on the use of a state transition dia-
gram.  Figure 3, for example, shows several possible 
states of operation of a multi-component system.  
State 1 denotes sub-component 1 operative, subcom-
ponent 2 operative … subcomponent N operative.  
State 2 represents all subcomponents operative except 
for unit N which has failed;  state 3 represents all op-
erative except for unit N-1; …; and state 2N represents 
operation with all subcomponents failed.   In Fig. 3, 
branch probabilities are labeled for a two by two ma-
trix of switches as an illustration. 
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Fig. 3  State transition diagrams with representative states 
and branches indicated.  The probability associated with 
branches is indicated for selected elements for a two by two 
switch matrix illustration. 
 

The several branches depicted in Figure 3 
represent the conditional probability of transitioning 
to another state given the present system state.  The 
lower case notation pVI is used to represent the prob-
ability of a successful switching operation (without 
failure) and qVI (as shown in Fig. 2) is 1- pVI.  In Fig. 
3, note that multiple switch failures at any one instant 
is possible and is modeled.  In Fig. 3, the notation 
Pr{a à b} refers to the probability of transitioning 
from state a to state b.  This type of model is a 

Markov chain model and it is assumed that the branch 
probabilities are a function only of the branch terminal 
states.  Also, it is assumed that the probability of fail-
ure of a switch is not a function of the switch status 
(i.e., ON or OFF). 
 Consider a probability vector P with 2N rows, 
each of which represents the probability of residing in 
that operating state.  Let Pn denote the probability 
vector at time n, and let Po be the vector [1  0  0  … 
0]T.   Then 

Pn+1 = A Pn                                       (1) 
where A is a state transition matrix whose elements 
are the branch probabilities depicted in Figure 3.  Al-
though the elements of A are functions of the single 
switch voltage and current, within the designated 
probability states, V1 and I1 are fixed.  Therefore (1) is 
a linear difference equation.  The solution is simply 

Pn = An Po.                                       (2) 
As ∞→n , Pn goes to [0   0   0  … 0   1]T (i.e., all 
switches fail in the limit).  

It is possible to order the states in such a way 
that 
• All switches operating is first (Tier 0) 
• One switch failed is states 2 through N+1 (Tier 1) 
• Two switches failed is states N+2 through 

N+1+2CN  (Tier 2).  Note that the notation iCj de-
notes the combinatorial 

!)!(
!
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• The state that k  switches have failed corresponds to 
states numbered 1+ oCn + … + k-1CN through oCN + 
… + kCN   (in Tier k) 

• All switches failed is the last state numbered 2N  
(Tier N). 

The entire array is considered as failed if the system 
has reached state 2N.  Under some circumstances it 
may be advisable to modify this failure criterion to the 
following:  the array is considered to have failed if 
either the number of series connected switches in any 
one string drops below Nse,min  or the number of opera-
tive parallel branches drops below Npl, min .  For pur-
poses of the simplified ideal analysis, the former crite-
rion is used, although it is not complex to extend the 
failure criterion to the latter. 

The denomination of the tiers of states is such 
that when the circuit operates in Tier i, transition is 
possible only to the present operating state or to a suc-
cessive (lower) tier (i.e., i+1, i+2, …, 2N).  This fact 
gives  a special structure to the state transition matrix 
A.  The general form of A is shown in Figure 4.  Some 
points to note in the structure include: 
• The matrix partitions correspond to the tiers. 



• The first tier can transition to all other tiers.  In 
general, tier i contains all zero entries except to 
the right of the principal diagonal, and the diago-
nal itself. 

• The block submatrices along the principal diago-
nal are diagonal matrices. 

• The row sum of all rows of A is unity. 
 

 
 
Fig. 4  Special structure of the state transition matrix A for 

series and parallel connected switches 
 

III.  Reliability calculations  
The following questions are of particular in-

terest: 
 (1) What is the distribution of lifetime for a system 
that starts with all switches functional, i.e., initial state 
of (11…1)?  
(2) What is the expected lifetime for the system?  
(3) For each switching epoch, what is the probability 
that the system is nonfunctional?  

To answer the first two questions, define 
)(n

ijf  which 

denotes the probability that the first passage time from 
state i  to j (the first time step at which the system 
visits state j after visiting state i) is equal to n.  It is 

easy to calculate 
)(n

ijf  for each state and n, by using 

the following recursive relationship, 

∑
≠

−=
jk
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m
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where pij denotes  the one-step transition probability 
from state i  to j .  Since the state (00…0) is absorbing, 

the probability distribution of the first passage times 
from state (11…1) to state (00…0) gives the distribu-
tion of the system lifetime.   

Below consider the distribution of the system 
lifetime as a function of number of steps.  For the ex-
ample below, the failure probabilities are selected as  
     q11  = 1- p11 =  0.0001      q21  = 1- p21 =  0.0004 
     q12  = 1- p12 =  0.0004       q22  = 1- p22 =  0.0008 
This assignment assumes that the affects of increased 
voltage and current are identical.  For this case, the 
expected lifetime is 6664 steps or switching opera-
tions.  Figure 5 shows the distribution of the lifetime.  
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Fig. 5 Probability distribution of the lifetime of a matrix of 

series / parallel switches 
 

The probabilities of very long and very short 
first passage times are low.  As the system survives 
through switching operations, and the number of steps 
that the system has survived increases , the already 
failed switches accelerate the system failure, decreas-
ing the probability of longer lifetimes.  

To answer the third question, calculate Pi as 
defined in Equation (2).  These probabilities represent 
the probability of finding the system nonfunctional 
before the nth switching operation.   The following 
illustration shows Pi as a function of the number of 
steps, n.  The Pn approaches 1 in the last row, which 
means that as the number of steps or switching opera-
tions increases, the probability that system is nonfunc-
tional at the next switching operation approaches to 1.  
This is an obvious result of the fact that state (00…0), 
which indicates a nonfunctional system, is absorbing.  
 To illustrate the calculation capability of the 
Markov analysis of switch failures for a series / paral-
lel array, consider the case of a two by two array (Nse 
= 2, Npl = 2) with different failure probabilities from 
the illustration above.  Although this example is small, 
it is useful to illustrate the concept.  For the illustra-
tion, let the degradation of switch failure rate with 
voltage be exponential, and the degradation of failure 
rate with the switched current be linear.  These rate 



characteristics are not suggested on the basis of meas-
urements nor experience;  instead the failure rates are 
used for illustration only.  For the illustration, the 
source voltage is assumed to be 480 Vdc and the load 
current is 100 mA.  The probability of switch failure 
with 240 V (graded) across each switch and 50 mA in 
each switch (i.e., all switches operational) is 0.9999  
As series components fail, the applied voltage across 
each switch is 480 V and the probability of failure 
drops to 0.999  As series strings  are removed from 
service the probability of failure drops from 0.8 to 0.7  
For this example, the probability of failure versus 
number of switch operations is shown in Fig. 6.   The 
figure depicts the last row of vector P in (2) versus n.   
Of course, as ∞→n , Pn goes to [0   0   0  … 0   1]T 
and the probability of failure goes to unity.  For pur-
poses of this illustration, the definition of switch ma-
trix failure is taken to be the state (00…0) (i.e., all 
switches failed).  
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Fig. 6 Probability of switch failure versus number of opera-
tions for an illustrative 480 V, 100 mA switch matrix 

 
A large variety of studies can be done to 

evaluate the overall switch matrix performance:  as a 
further illustration, the probability of switch matrix 
failure versus individual switch probability of failure 
can be assessed.   Figure 7 shows the expected number 
of switch operations to obtain probability of switch 
matrix failure of 0.5  The figure is drawn versus the 
probability of failure of one switch at voltages V1 = 
240 and 480 respectively as {0.99, 0.9}, {0.999, 
0.99}, …, {0.9999, 0.999}.  The vertical axis in Fig-
ure 7 does not directly indicate the number of switch 
operations to failure. 

 
IV. Grading and snubbing  

 The foregoing concept of series and parallel 
circuits requires some practical considerations in real 
applications.  In order to render the voltage across 
individual switches in a series string to be the same, 

voltage grading is needed.  In switching applications, 
a wide variety of electrical components can be used to 
break electric currents.  Some of these include me-
chanical switches, MEMS, thyristors, IGBTs, and 
SCRs which are all chosen depending upon the volt-
age, and current ratings of the switch.  In power appli-
cations, inductive loads will often produce high switch 
voltages and currents during the turn-on and turn-off 
periods.  Snubber circuits are often used to protect the 
switches and to ‘reshape’ the transients by dissipating 
energy into snubber components.  Snubbers are often 
designed to perform the following functions [6]: 

• Peak voltage limiters (during turn-on) 
• Rate of rise (dv/dt) voltage limiters 
• Peak current limiters (during turn-off) 
• Rate of rise (di/dt) current limiters. 
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Fig. 7 An illustration of the calculation capability of the 
Markov chain approach:  the number of expected switch 
operations to attain probability 0.5 of the failure of the 
switch matrix versus the probability of individual switch 
failure (represented as {p11  p12} which is the probability of 
failure for V1 = 240 and 480 V respectively).  Note the log-
log scale and pictorial scale on horizontal axis. 
 

Voltage grading is accomplished using a series re-
sistor string of high resistance with junctions between 
the resistors connected to the junction points of series 
connected switches.  This is a common practice in 
high voltage engineering.  Current grading is accom-
plished by applying a series conductance in each se-
ries string. 

Because the snubber requirements are more com-
plex than the voltage and current grading require-
ments, attention focuses on the required snubbers.  
The function of the turn-off snubber is to limit the 
peak voltage across the switch during the opening 



period, )( offturnst − .  An example of a turn-off snubber 

(or overvoltage snubber) is depicted in the RCD (‘re-
sistor - capacitor - diode’) circuits of Fig. 8.  Figs. 8 
(a-b) show the current paths through the RCD snubber 
during the turn-off switching period.  During this 
phase, the diode shorts the resistive component, sR , 
and allows the capacitor to charge where 

scs VV ≈ (neglecting diode voltage).  In this transition 

period, st∆ , the charging of the capacitor ‘relieves’ 

the electrical stress on the switch and creates a softer 
turn-off voltage on the switch.  Alternatively, Figs. 8 
(c-d) depict the RCD snubber during the turn-on pe-
riod, )( onturnst − .  The charged capacitor dissipates its 

energy into the snubber resistor, sR , assuming the 
on-state resistance of the switch is substantially 
smaller than its snubber counterpart or 

onswitchs RR −>> .  With this assumed, the power 
dissipated by the snubber can be evaluated as 
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As seen in Fig. 9, the transient voltage across the 
switch during the time of switch opening is reduced 
by the addition of the RCD snubber. 

  
(a)                  (b) 

 
          (c)    (d) 
Fig. 8  Various stages of snubber operation:   (a) turn-off 
RCD snubber at t = ts (turn-off) (b) equivalent circuit during 

turn-off period  (c) turn-off RCD snubber at t = ts (turn -on)  
(d) equivalent circuit during turn-on period 
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Fig. 9  Simulated voltage spike of unprotected and 
protected switches Rs = 5 k Ω , Cs = 10 nF, 

)( offturnst − = 0.1 sµ  

 
The turn-on snubber aids in regulating the 

amount of current through the switch at the moment of 
closing.  At )( onturnstt −= , the inductor provides a ‘soft-

start’ in delivering current to the load.  This is especially 
helpful in non-inductive loads to alleviate the instantane-
ous current through the switch.  At switch opening, the 
current through the snubber inductor can cause additional 
voltage stresses on the switch as seen in Fig. 10.   The 
terminology RLD refers to a snubber composed of a re-
sistor, inductor, and a diode. 

 
Fig. 10  Turn-on RLD snubber (at t = )( offturnst − ) 

 
In addition to regulating transients in a 

switch, snubbers can be used in voltage and current 
grading techniques.  Fig. 11 depicts an Nse x Npl con-
figuration of switches in series and parallel with RCD 
voltage snubbers.  During the switching transients and 



steady-state operating modes, the snubbers ensure an 
equal distribution of voltage and current is provided 
to each switch. 

 

Fig. 11 Nse x Npl  configuration of switches with RCD  
snubbers 

 
Assuming identical and ideal components, 

the voltages and currents are equal for every switch 
and parallel string.   
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V. Application areas 

 The application of series and parallel ele-
ments is widespread:  many semiconductor comp o-
nents are rated at low voltage and/or low current, and 
these components can be configured in series and par-
allel for realistic power engineering applications.  Me-
chanical switches may also be placed in series and 
parallel to attain higher effective ratings.  The present 
work is part of a larger research effort in which mi-
cromechanical switches (MEMS) are being considered 
for power switching. 
 Perhaps the most intriguing application is the 
use of the indicated technology to determine where 
additional investment is to be made in series and par-
allel topologies.  The probability state transition ap-
proach may be used to design the number of series 
and parallel branches in order to attain a given level of 
reliability.  Also, it is possible to determine whether 
Nse or Npl is to be increased to obtain an optimum 
increase in reliability.  Although no actual designs 
have been done using the proposed methodology, the 
simulation studies and results indicate that the method 

is practical for the detailed failure analysis of series 
and parallel topologies. 

As an illustration, a 3 x 4 multiple switch 
configuration with RCD snubber protection circuit 
(see Fig. 8) was simulated with PSpice.  Table 1 in-
cludes a list of parameters for the sample simulation 
illustrated below.  Ideal switching is assumed which 
includes:  
• Synchronized switch-

ing among all comp o-
nents  

• Minimal switching 
transition periods 

• Minimal on-state 
switch resistance 

• Maximum off-state 
switch resistance 

• Ideal voltage source (no 
internal impedances) 

• RL load  

 
Table 1  RCD Snubber circuit simulation parameters 

 
DC Voltage, Vs 100 V 
Load Current, Is 50 mA 
Snubber Capacitance, Cs 10 nF 

Snubber Resistance, Rs 5  k Ω  
Load Resistance 2  k Ω  
Load Inductance 50 mH 
On-State Switch Resistance, onR  0.1 Ωµ  

On-State Switch Resistance, Roff  1 ΩM  
Switch opening time, )( offturnst −∆  0.1 sµ  

Switch closing time, )( onturnst −∆  0.1 sµ  
 

The results of the turn-off period (see Table 
2) show that even with a large system of switches, the 
voltages and currents are distributed evenly among 
the switches. The switch overvoltages at 

)( offturnstt −= are similar to those found in the single 

switch operations.  The turn-on and turn-off times, 

)( onturnst −∆ and )( offturnst −∆ were calculated as  

    %3
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settledloadnomload
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II
   at )( onturnstt −=  

and  

   %3
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=

−

nomswitch

settledswitchnomswitch

V

VV
at )( offturnstt −= . 

Figs. 12 - 13 show typical results. 
 

Table 2 Sample simulation results for series and parallel 
switch topologies 

Results for switch turn-
off 

Results for switch turn-on 

)(peakswitchV

 

139.5 V switchV  100 V 

)(nomswitchV

 

100 V )( onturnst −∆  0.2 ms 

)( offturnst −∆ 0.2 ms )(peakRs
P  2 W 

scI  50 mA 
scI  50 mA 



scV  100 V 
scV  100 V 
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Fig. 12 Simulated waveforms of 3 x 4 switch with RCD 

snubbers in turn-off period 
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Fig. 13 Simulated waveforms of 3 x 4 switch with RCD 
snubbers in turn-on period 

 
In coordination with the voltage and current 

regulation, switch reliability is maximized by the 
proper selection of sR and sC .  To test the robust-

ness of the RCD snubber, a series of evaluations was 

performed with varying values of sR and sC .  The 
tested values included ranges 10 Ω  < sR  < 10 k Ω  and 

0.1 nF < sC  < 10 Fµ .  The system responded inde-

pendently of the varying values of sR .  The only 

control evident was the peak power of the snubber 
resistor.  As seen in Fig. 14, the settling time of the 
load current, loadI  is dependent of the snubber ca-
pacitance, sC . 

  
Fig. 14 st∆ vs. Cs for 3 x 4 switch with RCD snubber 

 
When connecting the switches and snubbers 

into an Nse x Npl array, two distinct topologies arise:  
the isolated string method or the cross-bridge 
method.  The isolated string method in Fig. 15 con-
nects each individual string (or column) into separate 
feeds from the voltage source to the node.  The cur-
rents from each string conjoin at the load node, but 
the switch voltages are isolated from string to string.  
The cross-bridge method interconnects switches of 
common rows (Fig. 16) allowing horizontal current 
flow between strings.  Table 3 contains a brief analy-
sis of the two topologies. 

 

 
Fig. 15 Switch series / parallel array:  isolated string 

method 
 



 
Fig. 16 Switch series / parallel array:  cross bridge 
method 
 
 

Table 3 Analysis of system response to switch failures 
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VI.  Conclusions 

The main conclusion of the paper is that it is possible 
to assemble low rating switches in series and parallel 
for higher rating applications.  It is necessary to util-
ize voltage and current snubbing for this application.  
An RCD snubber is suggested for a voltage snubber.  
Voltage and current grading are also required.  The 
failure analysis of this matrix configuration is possi-
ble using a Markov chain.  The model permits the 
calculation of the probability of failure versus time 

using (2).   The influence of individual switch failure 
characteristics on the overall probability of failure is 
illustrated thereby allowing the evaluation of need for 
redundancy.  A distinctive structure of the state tran-
sition matrix, A, for this application is demonstrated. 
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